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Abstract
Charts remain widely inaccessible on the web for users of assistive technologies like screen readers. This is, in part, due to data visualization experts still lacking the experience, knowledge, and time to consistently implement accessible charts. As a result, screen reader users are prevented from accessing information and are forced to resort to tabular alternatives (if available), limiting the insights that they can gather. We worked with both groups to develop AutoVizuA11y, a tool that automates the addition of accessible features to web-based charts. It generates human-like descriptions of the data using a large language model, calculates statistical insights from the data, and provides keyboard navigation between multiple charts and underlying elements. Fifteen screen reader users interacted with charts made accessible with AutoVizuA11y in a usability test, thirteen of which praised the tool for its intuitive design, short learning curve, and rich information. On average, they took 66 seconds to complete each of the eight analytical tasks presented and achieved a success rate of 89%. Through a SUS questionnaire, the participants gave AutoVizuA11y an “Excellent” score — 83.5/100 points. We also gathered feedback from two data visualization experts who used the tool. They praised the tool availability, ease of use and functionalities, and provided feedback to add AutoVizuA11y support for other technologies in the future.

1. Introduction
It is estimated that 33.6 million people suffer from blindness and 206 million from moderate and severe vision impairment [Bil20]. Many of these individuals rely on assistive tools to perform daily tasks in both physical and digital environments. Notably, in the context of web browsing, screen readers (SR) stand out as the most commonly used assistive technology due to their widespread availability and reduced cost [KJRK22]. The American Foundation for
the Blind defines screen readers as "software programs that allow
blind or visually impaired users to read the text that is displayed
on the computer screen with a speech synthesizer or braille dis-
play" [AFP24]. However, this technology alone does not mean that
blind users have experiences similar to those of their sighted peers
when navigating the web. A 2023 report from WebAIM revealed that
96.3% of the top one million websites failed to meet Web Con-
tent Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.1 standards [Web21].

When it comes to accessing data visualizations, it has been
shown that SR users extract information 61% less accurately and
spend 211% more time interacting with charts on the web than
non-SR users [SCWR21]. Through a series of interviews with five
SR users we identified that these difficulties are often overcome by
seeking alternative data exploration methods (when available), such
as interacting with HTML tables, exporting the data to spreadsheet
analysis software, or seeking assistance from sighted peers. The
barriers associated with chart inaccessibility can jeopardize access
to information, alienate people, and even prevent individuals who
rely on screen readers from accessing certain jobs that they would
otherwise not struggle to get. However, it’s important to note that
despite these challenges, our evaluations have shown that SR users,
when provided with accessibly built charts, are able to successfully
explore data visualizations within a short time frame.

Despite recent significant developments, with the introduction
of tools that aim to answer some of the challenges that SR users
face when coming across visualizations on the web, there is still
room for improvement. Mostly because those tools still lack in
chart coverage and diversity of features that allow SR users to
quickly explore and understand varied sets of charts. Following re-
quirements from literature and a formative study conducted with
both daily SR users and Data Visualization (DV) experts, we cre-
ated AutoVizuA11y. Built upon the heuristics outlined in Charta-
bility [EBM22] and WCAG [W3C19], the tool improves user ex-
perience by supporting three fundamental sets of features: rich de-
scriptions, data insights, and enhanced navigation.

Generating insightful descriptions that accurately identify trends
is something existing tools struggle to automatically provide [SF18,
SWM’22b, ZT15, EMW19]. AutoVizuA11y can optionally output
descriptions of visualization’s data using a Large language model
(LLM) accessed trough the OpenAI API. Therefore, it eliminates
the need for manually writing descriptions, even though it is still
possible to do so. It works both with simple charts (such as bars,
lines, and pies) and more complex ones (like scatterplots, heatmaps,
and multi-series lines). It was designed to support the creation
of charts using any low-level visualization library in React, like
viss [Air17] or D3 [MB11], where charts and data are represented in
the DOM using SVG elements. Additionally, AutoVizuA11y fa-
cilitates keyboard navigation in the underlying data of the chart.
It also allows to navigate between charts, in case more than one
is present on the page (useful for dashboards and infographics).
It automatically adds informative labels to each data element and
offers an extensive array of keyboard shortcuts, thereby contribut-
ing to accelerating the exploration, facilitating data insight retrieval,
and enabling the comparison of specific points against insights. To
work, AutoVizuA11y requires minimal input from DV experts (ac-
cessibility expertise is not a requirement).

Following a user-centered design methodology, a usability study
was conducted using AutoVizuA11y. A group of 15 SR users was
asked to explore an interface containing charts created using Au-
toVizuA11y. The majority of the participants showed great interest
in interacting with visualizations that incorporate AutoVizuA11y’s
features and stated a preference over commonly used chart alterna-
tives like tables or data exports.

The main contributions of our work are:

1. We identified a set of challenges from SR users and DV ex-
   perts regarding inaccessible charts on the web. These challenges
   emerged from ten interviews and led to the design requirements
   that guided the development of AutoVizuA11y;
2. We designed and implemented AutoVizuA11y, a tool that en-
   ables data visualizations to be fully explored by SR users. It in-
   tegrates enhanced features of previously introduced tools, such
   as keyboard navigation, shortcuts, and statistical insights, with
   automatic data descriptions generation, without chart/data type
   restrictions. AutoVizuA11y does not rely on the DV experts’
   accessibility knowledge and only requires already available in-
   formation about the chart. We made it open-source on https:
   //github.com/feedzai/AutoVizuA11y;
3. Motivated by measuring the performance of the tool, we col-
   lected qualitative and quantitative results from a usability test
   where 15 SR users had to complete tasks in an interface with
   multiple AutoVizuA11y charts. The participants were able to
   complete each task, on average, in 66 seconds with a success
   rate of 89%.

2. Related work

2.1. Accessibility Guidelines

Over the past three decades, governments and civil society have de-
veloped plans to establish and enforce accessibility regulations. For
software, WCAG [W3C19] is the reference framework. It consists
of a set of guidelines designed to ensure digital content is accessible
to people with disabilities. But it lacks specific recommendations
for data visualization [EBM22, SB22, WPA*21].

To address such limitation, a group of experts extended it by
creating Chartability [EBM22], a collection of heuristics aimed at
improving chart accessibility. These serve as test cases during a
data visualization audit to identify potential design failures. They
relate to different disability barriers, and are not exclusive to SR
users. The heuristics relevant to SR users were taken into account
while creating AutoVizuA11y.

2.2. Accessibility in Data Visualization

In the Urban Institute’s "Do No Harm Guide" from December
2022, focused on accessibility in Data Visualization [SPF22], ex-
erts claimed that researchers overly concentrate on color-related
issues when creating accessible charts for the web while other ar-
eas of accessibility research are less explored — such as the usage
of assistive technology like screen readers. Nevertheless, there has
been a growing interest by the data visualization research commu-
nity [KJRK21] with several authors shedding light on the habits
and challenges these users face.
A recent study [SCWR21] revealed that SR users are less accurate and spend more time interacting with online data visualizations compared to non-SR users. This is a consequence of charts not being created with accessibility in mind, ending up with an improper code hierarchy, incorrect HTML elements usage, and not using ARIA properties correctly [KJR22].

But if charts were accessible, what information would users like to know? In a study from Jung et al. [JMK21], most blind and visually impaired individuals said they value knowing the data points and chart axis; close to half highlighted data trends and the type of charts; while information about color remained divisive.

Regarding how the information should be presented to the user, Kim et al. [KJR22] proposed a model for SR users to access chart information, which includes notifying its existence, providing an overview of the visualization, and giving details about the data and context when requested. Sharif et al. [SCWR21] also found in their interviews that charts should be discoverable, provide an holistic data overview, and allow for the exploration of labeled data. According to them, additional exploration modes such as tables, sonification, and textual descriptions, should also be added. However, representing data with data in tables or through sound also poses its own challenges, as shown by Wang et al. [WWJK22].

One critical heuristic of Chartability emphasizes the importance of providing a title, summary, context, or caption for charts [BBK15], ultimately creating a description of the data. These should use simple language, have between two and eight sentences, and present the chart type before the summary [JMK21]. Lundgard et al.’s four-level model of semantic content [LS21] guides the creation of effective chart descriptions, encompassing various levels of information and complexity. The first level describes fundamental chart characteristics while the forth (and last) provides contextual and domain-specific knowledge.

Currently available tools mostly address levels 1 and 2 [SF18, SWM22b, ZT15, EMW19], which can be derived from the chart’s data. Because levels 3 and 4 depend on perception and cognitive abilities, their automatic generation present a technological challenge [SF22]. Evaluations conducted by the model authors [LS21] show that SR users prefer levels 2 and 3.

Informed by insights from previous authors, AutoVizuA11y provides a comprehensive range of information to SR users, delivered through multiple channels that offer both an holistic overview and selective exploration of data and statistical insights.

2.3. Accessibility tooling

Adding accessibility to data visualizations can be achieved in one of three ways: by using a charting library that already has some sort of accessibility considerations; adding the accessibility features by hand to a chart; or using a package independent from the visualization that will add some accessibility features. With current tooling, all these approaches have potential for improvement.

Highcharts [Hig09] and EvoGraphs [SF18] are visualization libraries that offer some accessibility features for SR users. They lack automatic detailed data descriptions, provide no statistical insights, have limiting customization and chart types for DV experts.

Chart.js [Dow13], D3 [MB11], and visx [Air17] are also visualization libraries, highly customizable and flexible. But they do not have accessibility considerations by default.

Then, there are the tools that approach this problem from a different perspective. Instead of offering methods to create data visualizations, they propose a top layer that adds the accessibility features. These tools vary in complexity, information provided, and modality. This is the approach taken with AutoVizuA11y.

Voxlens [SWM22b] supports single and multi-series charts built with D3, Google Charts, and ChartJS. It provides a question-and-answer mode, a holistic summary of the data contained in the visualization and a sonified version of the chart, using the Sonifier [SWM22a] library. It requires very few inputs from the creator but, in contrast, does not label data elements inside the chart or allow users to navigate between them.

Another similar tool is Olli [BZS22]. It supports charts built with Vega, Vega-Lite, and Observable Plot but can be extended to support other Javascript visualization libraries. This tool creates a tree-like navigation structure between the different chart elements. But it only provides a basic description of the chart, with no way of accessing statistical insights through a summary or shortcuts.

The recently introduced Data Navigator [ENM23] enables the navigation of charts using multiple modalities beyond a keyboard and does not restrict the DV experts to a specific chart type or visualization library. Even though these modalities tailor the charts to different assistive technologies other than SRs, this tool only covers the navigation aspect of chart accessibility.

None of the explored approaches supports a portfolio of features adaptable to various visualization libraries and chart types. Furthermore, none of these approaches automatically incorporates all necessary accessibility features for SR users without relying on the DV experts’ time, knowledge, and effort. Additionally, none automatically produces a data summary beyond level 2 complexity. AutoVizuA11y combines features that build upon the tools mentioned above and expands on them by allowing navigation between charts, shortcuts that compare data points and provide rich insights, and automating the generation of more complex data descriptions.

2.4. LLMs support for DataViz

LLMs, a type of Artificial Intelligence (AI) model based on the transformer architecture, have gained significant attention for their ability to process data and generate text resembling that produced by humans [OH20]. They can be applied to content generation, translation, and Q&A scenarios, including generating descriptions of charts. Datasite [CBYE19] and DataShot [WSZ20] for instance offer basic statistics or fact sheets using AI models.

Prior attempts at automating description generation for data visualizations include tools like Chartmaster [ZT15] and VoxLens [SWM22b], which use templates, limiting the depth of information. While some AI models like Chart-to-Text [OH20] and that of Kim et al. [KM18] propose more complex descriptions, they have limitations in chart types or may contain inaccuracies.

VisText [TBS23] authors created a comprehensive dataset consisting of 12,441 crowd-sourced captions specifically designed for
training models to produce detailed and accurate chart descriptions. By assessing the quality of descriptions produced by a model trained on this dataset, the authors also revealed that half of the descriptions were accurate, while the other half contained errors.

Despite efforts to improve accuracy over time, it is acknowledged that similar errors may occur when using other LLMs for generating chart descriptions in various tools, including Generative Pre-training Transformer (GPT), Chat2Vis [MS23] authors proposed a solution that converts natural language directly into code for appropriate visualizations. Even though the scope is the inverse of ours, they showcased the power of LLMs, such as GPT, in supporting DV experts. This breakthrough further motivated the usage of these models to generate descriptions for data visualizations.

DataTales [SS23] also uses GPT to automatically generate chart descriptions. These summaries are chart-agnostic and encompass information up to levels 3 and 4 [LS21]. Nevertheless, certain limitations are observed particularly concerning screen-reader accessibility. Not having an explicit indication that descriptions are generated using an LLM, the absence of a character or sentence limit as well as the lack of level 2 information are some of the ways in which it can be distinguished from AutoVizuA11y.

3. AutoVizuA11y

In this section we present AutoVizuA11y, a tool that automatically adds accessibility features to charts and underlying data (figure 2) by using the information provided by the DV expert during the chart creation process. It supports keyboard navigation, outputs insightful labels and automatic descriptions, and enables multiple shortcuts with various outcomes that enhance navigation and information extraction. To the best of our knowledge, AutoVizuA11y is the first tool to combine all these accessibility features. The tool is a React component — it accepts a set of properties and adds the previously mentioned features to the underlying data visualization SVG elements.

The tool was created through a user-centered design process, with contributions from past research and from a set of exploratory interviews performed with five DV experts and with five SR users.

3.1. Design Requirements

In order to better understand the needs of users, we remotely conducted semi-structured interviews with five DV experts and five SR users. While the DV experts were known peers, the SR users were recruited through known contacts and snowball sampling [CP20]. The last group was awarded a compensation of 25€/S25 gift card.

The findings from the interviews, aligned with previous research on the topic [ZLL22, JMK21, EBM22], were fundamental to define a set of requirements that AutoVizuA11y should follow.

The interviews with DV experts mostly focused on trying to find reasons to justify chart inaccessibility. They mostly attributed it to a lack of knowledge and experience in accessibility, as well as insufficient time and tools to support them in this task. Following this contact with DV experts, it was defined that AutoVizuA11y should:

- Comply with the most relevant accessibility guidelines, such as WCAG 2.1 and Chartability;
- Be a package easily imported and implemented with little intervention from DV experts;
- Allow to override the automatically generated features, like descriptions, when needed;
- Warn SR users when changes are made in the visualization;
- Provide multiple accessible ways of navigating and understanding the chart;
- Summarize the main content of the visualization;
- Minimize the impact of possible errors and limitations that may occur from the usage of LLMs;
- Support multiple screen readers, such as (VoiceOver [App05], JAWS [Sci95], NVDA [Cur06]);
- Avoid overwhelming users with information.

3.2. Usage and Integration

AutoVizuA11y is an open-source React library available to any DV expert. It can be installed via npm or used directly by cloning the repository.

AutoVizuA11y works by wrapping each individual chart component. The DV expert must provide a set of properties with basic information regarding the chart and data. These properties enable AutoVizuA11y to correctly identify and label each data element, use the correct values for insights calculation and generate a representative chart description. Some of these are required, like the data, insights, and title while others can be optionally filled (e.g., descriptor, multiSeries)
When using AutoVizuA11y, the DV expert must choose between manual or automatic data descriptions, selected through the `manualDescriptions` and `autoDescriptions` properties. Choosing one is mandatory. For manual descriptions, both shorter and longer descriptions must be provided, while automatic descriptions only require an OpenAI API key (other model properties are optional).

The current set of properties can be seen in our tool’s repository on `https://github.com/feedzai/AutoVizuA11y/`.

3.3. Shortcut Guide

To avoid having the user memorize an overwhelming amount of information, we created a shortcut guide, accessible while focused on either an AutoVizuA11y chart or its underlying elements. We provide the complete list of shortcuts in our paper’s supplemental material.

Upon initially focusing an AutoVizuA11y chart, the user is presented with information detailing the tool’s functionality and is directed to the shortcut guide. It comprises a list of the 21 available shortcuts. The guide is accessed with Alt and closed either with ? or Esc.

While defining the shortcut keys, we considered suggestions provided by SR users during initial interviews, the grouping of shortcuts with similar outputs in the same keyboard area, as well as common meanings from other similar features (e.g., F is commonly used in Google apps to access a list of shortcuts). Furthermore, to prevent conflicts between AutoVizuA11y shortcuts and those already in use by common browsers and SRs, we avoided any key combinations used by Chrome, Edge, Firefox, and Safari, as well as those utilized by JAWS, NVDA, and VoiceOver.

3.4. Automated Description Generation

Users of AutoVizuA11y can access two descriptions of a chart. They vary in length and amount of details shared about the data. The descriptions are generated with OpenAI’s GPT API. After a series of iterations and considerable prompt engineering to reduce errors, we reached a solution capable of generating textual descriptions that appear to be accurate and informative to SR users. The information present in these two automatic descriptions, together with the title and chart type, are a mix of Levels 1 through 3 [LS21], with context (level 4) varying depending on the information passed in the tool properties.

We initiated the engineering of descriptions by considering both a visual and a data summary of the chart. The visual aspect was dismissed based on feedback from SR users, who considered that information secondary. Although we retained the concept of a data description, the structure of the information underwent significant changes. Initially, the model received information about the axis, chart orientation, maximum, and minimum values. However, it was found that the first two did not contribute additional information to the data summary. The last two insights were easily identified by the model without any instances of hallucination — unlike the average. The current version of the prompt, uses the following variables provided by the DV expert: context, title, average of numerical values, and the actual data.

Identity errors, defined in VisText [TBS23] as when a statement incorrectly reports an independent variable for a given trend, were recurrent in the initial iterations. As an example, we were testing a chart with an encoding “days of the week” and, given the structure of the raw data, the assumed starting day kept altering between Monday and Sunday. The solution found became a meaningful set of keys and values (passed in the data prop) that create a direct match between encodings.

The longer description is the first being generated and does not have any length boundaries. It can be announced using the Alt + B shortcut. Once the longer description is generated, it is sent back to the model so that a shorter, size constrained, one can be created. This shorter description is the one heard by default, announced when focusing a chart, but can also be announced using the Alt + S key.

The final prompts, sent to an OpenAI’s model are:

- Longer description prompt: “Knowing that the chart below is from a [context] and the data represents [title] with an average of [average], make a description (do not use abbreviations) with the trends in the data, starting with the conclusion: [data]”;
- Shorter description prompt: “Summarize (in less than 60 words) the following: [longer description]”;

Furthermore, the chart title and type are appended before each model response. As these descriptions are generated automatically and could potentially contain errors, an “Automatic Description:” message is announced by the screen reader between the type and the model’s output. This message is hidden if overwritten by the chart’s creator using manualDescriptions.

Below is an example of longer and shorter descriptions generated by AutoVizuA11y for the first chart in a set of example visualizations created to showcase the tool’s functionality. This chart can be viewed in the supplemental materials or explored via `https://diogorduarte.github.io/autovizually-examples/`. After focusing the chart, the SR announces the title, “China and India are the most populous countries in the world,” accompanied by its type, “bar chart”. Subsequently, the cue “Automatic description:” signals the beginning of the description, succeeded by one of the following:

- (Longer) The data from the chart represents the 10 most populated countries according to UN statistics from 2022. The two most populated countries are China and India, with China having a population of 1,425.89 million and India having a population of 1,417.17 million. Based on this data, it can be concluded that China and India are the most populous countries in the world. They have a combined population of approximately 2,843.06 million, which is significantly higher than the populations of the other countries on the list. The trend in the data shows that the population of China and India is considerably larger than the populations of the other countries. The difference between the populations of China and India and the populations of the other countries is quite significant, with the next most populous country, the USA, having a population of 338.29 million, which is less than a quarter of the population of China and India. Overall, the data highlights the immense population size of China and India, indicating they have a significant impact on.
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global demographics and population trends.

- **(Shorter)** China and India are the most populous countries in the world, with a combined population of approximately 2.843.06 million. The population of China and India is considerably larger than the populations of other countries, with the next most populous country, the USA, having a population less than a quarter of China and India’s. This data emphasizes the significant impact of China and India on global demographics and population trends.

3.5. Navigation and Labeling

We drew inspiration from Olli’s work [BZS22] to design the navigation structure of AutoVizuA11y. Our tool allows SR users to navigate between three levels of information using just the keyboard: chart, data elements, and data series (if more than one is present).

Keyboard navigation is set through a series of interventions in the chart. Upon loading the page, to prevent conflicts with the added features, the tool removes any legacy tabIndexes and ARIA attributes inside the charts. After that, it identifies the DOM element containing the chart and makes it navigable by adding a tabIndex=”0”. We refer to the navigation between AutoVizuA11y charts as Chart level navigation. The title, chart type, and description are added to each one afterward.

The navigation between charts and data elements is done horizontally using the [←] and [→] keys. This prevents the user from navigating outside the chart, as would occur with the [←] key. Alternatively, it is still possible to use the [←] key to move forward and [→] to move backwards.

To navigate to the data elements, the user should press the [J] while focused on a chart. When they do so, AutoVizuA11y wipes the tabIndex attributes from all AutoVizuA11y charts and adds it to each data element in the focused chart — the tool identifies the DOM elements by their type or className, chosen by the DV expert. Once that is done, the focus is set to the first data element of the chart. We refer the set of data elements as Data level. If [J] is pressed while focused on a data element, the process is reversed.

SR users can also quickly move inside each chart using shortcuts independently of the data size. It is possible to jump to the first ([Alt] + [Q] or [Home]) and last data elements ([Alt] + [W] or [End]), avoiding the need to go through every point to reach either side.

It is also possible to define the number of points to jump at a time, the default value being 1. This can be done by pressing ([Alt] + [X]), which then prompts the user to “Enter a number above 0”. This number is defined per chart, does not influence others, and is kept even if the focus changes to another chart. It is also possible to define this number using the [+] to add one to the number of points to be jumped and [-] to subtract one.

Finally, in case there are multiple series of data points in a chart (for instance, a line chart with different lines representing different entities), the SR users can alternate between them using ([Alt] + [M]) while on the Data level. When changing between series, the index of the focused data element will remain the same, meaning the focus will change from, for example, the third element of series A to the third element of series B.

3.6. Insights

We previously discussed how SR users find statistical insights necessary to better understand a chart. AutoVizuA11y makes this information more easily accessible. Current approaches involve copying the datasets to spreadsheet software, and performing mental calculations while navigating between elements. AutoVizuA11y, similarly to tools like Voxlens [SWM*22b], determines these insights based on the data provided and shares them with users after the right key combinations are pressed. In either Chart level or Data level, the user can request the minimum ([Alt] - [J]), average ([Alt] - [K]), and maximum ([Alt] - [L]) values. All three shortcuts make the screen reader announce, using aria-live="assertive" (automatically set by our tool), the following: "The [insight] is [value]."

While in the Data level, it is also possible to compare the focused data element against the same statistical insights. The SR announces "The value is [difference] [X] the [insight]" where X can be "below", "above" and "the same as".

A user can find the position of a data point relative to others in the chart by pressing ([Alt] - [Z]), with AutoVizuA11y announcing "This is the [maximum OR minimum OR median] value", or "This is the [ordinal_numerical] [highest OR lowest] value".

In the case of a multi-series chart, requesting any of the previous shortcuts associated with insights will yield information regarding all data elements, not limiting the insight to that particular series.

4. Usability study

To assess the performance of the tool, we conducted a remote study using an interface with charts created with AutoVizuA11y. The participants had the opportunity to freely explore the interface before completing a set of eight tasks. During the session we recorded time, success rate, and method of completion for each task. The participants gave their opinions on the charts both verbally and through a System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [Bro95]. The complete set of tasks is provided in the supplemental material.

4.1. Participants

We recruited 15 participants with ages ranging between 23 and 51 years old (M = 39.33, SD = 8.52). Of those, 11 identified as men and four as women. The sole prerequisite for participation in the study was having daily experience with screen readers. The least experienced was using the technology for the past seven months and the most versed was using it for 30 years (M = 19.37, SD = 7.33). Two were from the United States while 13 were from Portugal. Thirteen participants reported total blindness, while the remaining two indicated having low vision. None of the participants were born blind, and the earliest that someone became a SR user was at seven years of age. All of them used a computer screen reader daily and, in the sessions, 12 used NVDA while two used Voiceover and one JAWS. The recruitment was done through peers of previous contacts, the portuguese Associação dos Cegos e Amblíopes de Portugal (ACAPO) [dCeAdP89] association, and the "blindsurveys" subreddit. Participants were compensated with a 25€/$25 gift card.
4.2. Procedure and Design

For the participants' comfort, we opted to conduct the studies remotely, using either Zoom or Google Meet, and also allowed them to use any browser and SR of their choice.

Each participant was tasked with exploring an interface with ten charts, rendered side to side, created using AutoVizuAI1y (figure 3). They included four horizontal single-stacked bar charts, one heatmap, one vertical bar chart, one boxplot, two horizontal bar charts, and one list of counters. The interface’s scenario revolved around a fictional bank account dashboard, and the layout, as well as the chart types, were based on a real-world scenario.

The interface was hosted online and shared with the participant. Each session was recorded with permission of the participants. The users only shared their screen while exploring the charts.

Metrics collected include time-per-task, success rate and method of completion (shortcuts, navigation and descriptions). The eight tasks spanned across different charts in the interface. Participants were asked, for example, to count the total number of values; find the minimum, maximum, and other specific values; calculate the average; and compare a value against others.

The tasks were presented to all participants in a fixed order. This way, we ensured that all participants not only had a similar experience but also got to explore all chart types and AutoVizuAI1y features. Additionally, we ensured that every AutoVizuAI1y shortcut could be used to solve, at least, one task.

We opted to have the descriptions being automatically generated during the session, acknowledging the potential for errors (as defined in VisText [TBS23]). Nevertheless, we were confident in this approach based on the consistently accurate results observed with the charts tested prior to the sessions. Additionally, since we could hear the output from the SR in the shared screen, the moderator could promptly identify any errors in the descriptions. No errors were identified during the sessions.

After all tasks were completed, participants gave their verbal feedback regarding the interface through an unstructured interview and completed a SUS questionnaire [Bro95].

4.3. Results

Below are the results and takeaways from the usability test conducted in which 15 SR users completed eight tasks (T) in one interface with charts built using AutoVizuAI1y. In total, 120 observations were collected.

Only one time measurement was discarded since the participant gave up on completing T4. An interquartile range analysis was applied to the time-per-task data, resulting in nine outliers (out of 119 recorded times) with a maximum of two per participant. All these outliers were skewed towards the higher time values. Given the low number of outliers and since no patterns were found in a participant, all of them were considered for analysis.

Regarding success rate, all 120 recorded tasks were considered and the single one that was abandoned (T4) by a participant was counted as a wrong answer.

4.3.1. Time-per-task

We recorded the time each participant took in each task (fig. 4). The average time taken per task in the interface with AutoVizuAI1y charts was 66 seconds (SD = 59.96s). Among the tasks, T4 (M = 116.64s; SD = 79.25s)—that required users to identify the difference between a data point and the average—stood out for its longer completion time. This could be attributed to the task’s complexity, involving multiple pieces of information required to achieve a correct answer (value of a data point, average of the data, and the difference between them).

The highest recorded time was 320 seconds, observed in T4, where a participant forgot they could navigate to the data elements. The need to explore the interface during tasks, such as consulting the shortcuts guide, likely contributed to extended completion times for certain tasks.

In contrast, T1 (M = 34.43s; SD = 33.13s), where participants had to identify the total number of values in a chart, had the lowest average completion time (M=51.36s; SD=55.57s). Interestingly, this was also the task where the fastest completion time (four seconds) was recorded.

Among the methods used in the charts interface, descriptions had, on average, the shortest times (43 seconds), followed by navigation (75 seconds) and shortcuts (80 seconds).

4.3.2. Success rate

We recorded whether or not the participants successfully completed each task (fig. 4). The success rate across tasks indicates that SR users consistently perform well in tasks in charts created with AutoVizuAI1y, achieving success in 107 out of 120 tasks, approximately 89%.

Task 3, requiring participants to find the minimum value among a small number of points, stood out with a 100% success rate. Tasks 7 and 8 closely followed, each with 14 out of 15 correct answers.

In contrast, Task 1 had the lowest success rate at 80%, possibly due to the learning curve associated with experiencing a new tool.

One user managed to successfully respond to only half of the tasks, while seven participants answered all tasks correctly.

Among the methods used in the charts interface, shortcuts had the highest success rate at 96% (27 correct answers out of 28), followed by navigation with 91% (48 correct answers out of 53). Descriptions achieved an 84% success rate (32 out of 38).

4.4. Participant’s feedback

After interacting with the charts, participants (P) were asked to provide additional feedback through an unstructured interview. This portion of the sessions was later transcribed and coded by one of the authors. The results of the thematic analysis [CB16] are presented below:

4.4.1. Overall positive feedback

Thirteen participants verbally expressed their overall satisfaction with the charts built with AutoVizuAI1y, highlighting the small
learning curve and how included it made them feel. "I am used to working with tables but the data presented in these charts deviates from the tabular format while also offering a more rich and inclusive representation," noted P8. "I never experienced a similar tool (...) It has a very short learning curve (...) I instantly understood the logic behind it" they added. Participants also mentioned the impact AutoVizuA11y would have in other contexts: "The charts really captivated me (...) during high school I could not assess information present in charts and having them finally accessible is something that was new for me and aroused my interest," shared P3. Other participants commented on the usage of AutoVizuA11y in their daily routines. "In my banking app I get lost in their charts and these ones seem much more intuitive," remarked P5. However, two participants had some questions about the tool’s usefulness. P7 and P11 challenged the amount of shortcuts and claimed that they would still prefer to explore data through a table.

4.4.2. Navigation
Most participants understood the navigation between charts and data elements. "I found it interesting that the navigation just used the arrow keys," remarked P2. P14 shared a similar sentiment: "The navigation with the arrow keys was simple enough for me". Users quickly navigated inside the charts using the arrow keys. While one noted dependence on user concentration, additional feedback highlighted it as an outlier. It was also pointed out that the navigation inside the shortcut guide did not match their expectations. P5 and P6 agreed that it would be "good to have the same navigation using the arrow keys inside the guide", which highlights the need for consistency across the entire tool.

4.4.3. Shortcuts
Participants who experimented with the shortcuts found them very useful. P6 stated that, without the shortcuts, "would need to either do the calculations mentally or use a calculator that consumes more time". P10 agreed that the feature "greatly speeds up the process". Despite receiving positive feedback, P1 and P4 expressed concerns about insufficient time to explore all shortcuts. "I knew there were other shortcuts but in the moment I did not remember them (...) I know that next time I will use them once they get more familiar," explained P1. P4 shared a similar sentiment, stating, "I found the navigation to be good but had some issues with the shortcuts (...) for context, I use the SR daily and only remember a few (shortcuts), but having the guide available helps greatly.

4.4.4. Descriptions
Participants praised the ability to change between the two types of descriptions and the insights they brought to them. "I liked the long and short descriptions and that you could rapidly change between one another," remarked P9. P15 echoed this sentiment, stating, "The descriptions are very useful (...) they provide insights similar to the ones I believe a sighted person would gather just by quickly looking at the chart." Additionally, P9 expressed interest
in having each chart type described: "For the sake of curiosity, I would like to also hear a description of the shape of the chart”.

4.4.5. Obstacles and suggestions
Participants identified some barriers that hindered the smooth usage of the tool. Alongside the absence of arrow navigation within the shortcut guide, several participants highlighted the necessity to manually activate the focus mode from NVDA: (P14) “An NVDA user would eventually get it, but ideally, they would not need to turn on focus mode.” Additionally, P9 mentioned Sonification as a potential addition to the existing features, despite personal preference: (P9) "I know people like to hear sounds (sonification) for the shape of the data, but I do not really like that. I prefer it the way is being described now.” Lastly, P10 emphasized the importance of supporting other assistive technologies beyond screen readers: (P10) “I would like to test the tool using a braille line”.

4.5. System Usability Scale Score
After providing verbal feedback, users evaluated the interface with the charts built using AutoVizuA11y through a SUS questionnaire [Bro95]. The final SUS score was 83.5, considered “Excellent” [BKM08]. The average responses to the questionnaire indicate that participants perceived the interface’s usability very positively. They found the tool easy to use, well-integrated, and expressed confidence in using it without requiring much support. Overall results suggest a highly favorable user experience with the tool.

That said, there were two users that rated the interface considerably lower than the rest: 37.5 and 42.5 respectively. One of them (P7) abandoned a task and unsuccessfully answered half of the tasks. The other (P11) disclosed a learning disability after the session, justifying the difficulty in grasping our tool’s new interaction method within the limited session time. If these two participants were to be excluded from the final SUS score calculation, the tool’s score would be 90.2.

5. Data Visualization experts feedback
After releasing AutoVizuA11y as an open-source tool, we engaged with two DV experts (E), one of which participated in the interviews, to test a beta version. Their task was to incorporate the tool into a project of their choice and share feedback on its functionality. After using the tool, both DV experts (E) expressed their appreciation for its development and acknowledged the effort invested in making charts and visualizations more accessible. E1 stated “Thank you very much for making this project open source so we can benefit from it too.” The other expert, E2, emphasized the tool’s role in lowering barriers to accessibility, noting, "I really think this (AutoVizuA11y) lowers the barrier to making charts and visualizations more accessible for everyone.”

When asked about the likelihood of recommending AutoVizuA11y to others, both DV experts indicated that it was likely. They also pointed to areas for improvement, particularly from the perspective of web DV experts, that we summarize below.

The DV experts encountered challenges when using AutoVizuA11y in frameworks other than React. They emphasized the necessity for clearer documentation, especially regarding the expected data format — this was already changed in the most recent version of the tool from object to an array of objects, enabling support for more than two chart encodings and aligning closely with the format used in many visualization libraries.

Language support beyond English emerged as a key requirement. DV experts also advocated for a more modular “description backend” to seamlessly integrate with other services/ APIs.

Although the tool was tested with various visualization libraries, the examples on the website exclusively featured charts built with visx. In response to this feedback, we will add examples with more visualization libraries to highlight the tool’s versatility.

Both DV experts stressed the importance of typing syntax support, crucial for broader compatibility with TypeScript projects and aiding in debugging. This aligns with another raised concern — lack of error handling.

The feedback, though from a small sample, highlights that AutoVizuA11y effectively addresses an existing gap in DV expert’s process. As accessibility for SR users begins with DV experts, and considering the feedback obtained from those contacted, it is prudent to enhance the tool’s compatibility with various other workflows in the future.

6. Discussion
Feedback from SR users and DV experts emphasizes the significant potential of AutoVizuA11y as a tool that enhances data visualization accessibility.

SR users who explored visualizations created with AutoVizuA11y showed a strong interest in the tool’s user experience. Participants carefully listened to the entire description of each chart at least once, allowing them to have a quick overview of the data.

Participants found the data navigation and shortcuts useful, and highlighted that the shortcut guide was essential. Concerns were raised about the tool’s clarity without a moderator, which prompted the addition of a short tutorial (skippable) at the beginning of the shortcut guide.

Although only two DV experts used the tool, both recognized the value of AutoVizuA11y and agreed that it streamlines their accessible chart creation process. As the experience of SR users depends on the accessibility incorporated into charts, supporting a wide range of DV expert workflows becomes invaluable. Consequently, we believe it is crucial to support as many chart types, visualization libraries, or technologies as possible when building tools of similar scope.

We are confident that the current iteration of AutoVizuA11y represents a significant step towards enhancing accessibility in the data visualization space. AutoVizuA11y enables data visualizations to be explored and enjoyed by a larger group of people, some of which have been previously excluded from doing so. This is manifested in the praise it received from the majority of SR users, who suggested its application in various real-world scenarios, and from DV experts that see value in a tool like AutoVizuA11y.
6.1. Limitations and Future Work

6.1.1. Limitations

There is one structural limitation related to the tool composition. The prompt uses raw data, but OpenAI’s token size limit restricts data usage. Possible solutions include using aggregated data or doing multiple API calls.

In regards to the usability study, due to session time constraints, smaller datasets were used. Even though AutoVizuA11y has shortcuts that quicken the keyboard navigation, we believe a larger dataset could have potentially affected the duration of the sessions.

Given the unique features and comprehensiveness of AutoVizuA11y, we made the decision not to compare it against other tools or visualization libraries. This results from us being unable to identify any existing tool offering a comparable array of accessibility features. Moreover, introducing multiple new approaches to participants within the time frame of the sessions would have likely constraint the insights gathered. However, we acknowledge that this decision represents a limitation of the study. Moving forward, we would like to conduct a comparative evaluation of AutoVizuA11y, potentially against a group of tools simultaneously.

Due to time constraints, it was only possible to show the tool to two DV experts. Both stated the tool was easy to understand and implement. Regardless, our plan is to further test AutoVizuA11y with a wider range of DV experts. This will not only help us understand the intuitiveness of the tool but also enable us to identify and address any potential shortcomings that arise.

6.1.2. Future work

We intend to add previously identified features in upcoming iterations of the tool, like the ability to search for specific data points within the interface. This would enhance the users ability to access specific information on demand.

Considering the strong reliance by SR users on tables as chart alternatives, we believe it crucial to expand AutoVizuA11y to support tables and make the necessary adaptations to the tool.

Additionally, in cases where more than one chart is available, providing an overall summary of all charts’ descriptions within an interface could offer a comprehensive understanding of the available visualizations in case they share a context. Similarly, enabling users to set preferences for specific chart types across multiple interfaces would personalize their experience and enhance usability. Participants in the usability test also suggested incorporating sonification, automatically switch to “Focus” mode for JAWS and NVDA, and navigation that enables on-demand access to specific information. It also consolidates previously introduced features into a single tool and enhances them, ensuring that DV experts do not need to use multiple solutions to ensure extensive accessibility for SR users.

Due to time constraints, it was only possible to show the tool to two DV experts. Both stated the tool was easy to understand and implement. Regardless, our plan is to further test AutoVizuA11y with a wider range of DV experts. This will not only help us understand the intuitiveness of the tool but also enable us to identify and address any potential shortcomings that arise.

Fifteen SR users tested an interface containing accessible charts built with the assistance of AutoVizuA11y. While the usage of our tool had an expected learning curve, the time-per-task, success rate, and verbal feedback received confirmed AutoVizuA11y’s potential. The participants also completed a SUS questionnaire pertaining to the interface tested, granting it a score of 83.5 (“Excellent” [BKM08]).

Despite the common recommendation in the literature of having a table alternative for each chart present on the web, we believe that our tool proves otherwise. The majority of participants agreed that if the charts alone provide similar insights to those retrieved by AutoVizuA11y, there is no need to resort to a table.

This work also proved that it is possible to automatically generate data visualization descriptions of higher complexity using LLMs, without the need for a person to manually analyze the key insights of a given visualization.

While the tool needs details about the data to operate, it does not require extensive accessibility knowledge. AutoVizuA11y’s implementation is less demanding as the needed information is typically already available during the creation of the chart.

Finally, the majority of participants brought light to the impact our tool could have in their lives if available to a broader public. Because of this, the tool is available via open-source, and can be found at https://github.com/feedzai/AutoVizuA11y.

7. Conclusion

We introduced AutoVizuA11y, a tool designed to automate the creation of accessible data visualizations for SR users. Our iterative research [ND86] and validation process involving SR users enabled the development of meaningful features, while also streamlining the necessary knowledge required from a creator’s standpoint.

AutoVizuA11y automatically improves the accessibility of charts by adding shortcuts that offer rapid answers without the need for calculations, human-like descriptions of the data, and keyboard navigation that enables on-demand access to specific information. It also consolidates previously introduced features into a single tool and enhances them, ensuring that DV experts do not need to use multiple solutions to ensure extensive accessibility for SR users.
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